BENNINGTON COLLEGE PRESENTS...

The Frozen Lake

music by Allen Shawn  poetry by Robert Frost

Commissioned by L'Ensemble 1995

Desert Places - Bereft - Interlude - Acceptance - The Investment
Interlude - Canis Major - Stopping By Woods On A Snowy Evening

Ida Faiella, Soprano
Barry Finclair, Violin
Allen Shawn, Piano

Poetry of Robert Frost
Robert J. Lurtsema, Reader

"The Sweetest Dream that Labor Knows"

The Pasture - Mending Wall - Fire and Ice - Come In

Steven Cramer, Poet
Robert J. Lurtsema, Reader

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1996
8:00 P.M.
DEANE CARRIAGE BARN

"This concert is made possible in part through the generous support of
Judith Rosenberg Hoffberger '54 and the Henry and Ruth Blaustein Rosenberg Foundation."